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Abstract
ln this art.icle, the .stresses and .strain distribution along rhc overlap of a single lapped joint bet\l.:een

Lwo aJheredns of composite nH\.t.eria.\s, is analy;:;ed. The study has been performed u.sing an extension
or (;o!ond's and Rei.ssncr's study. The non-linear model h,n(' de\·clopcment. can be solved wit.h 0. flnit.e
difl'erence::: t.ecnique and then solving the non-linear algebric equations with a Newton .Raphson proce-

dure. The adhercnds are modelled as laminated bending plates applaing the Classical La.n1ina.tion Theory.
Using this theory, it is possible to analyse laminates whose arbitrarily oriented plies under a complex
r.ornbina-tions. of ext.ens1ona.l and flexural load.
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Introduction

:\sa consequence of t.he development of technology. in the recent years the use of composit.e nuncri<:t.b in aerospatia.l industry is very cornn1on. '"fhe advantages of using co1nposiLe
ttl<Herials arc 11·ell known as are the problems which appear in joining different substrucLures made of composite materials. Bonding technology is consiclerecl a good solution
l"or some mechanical joints. In some structures,such as aircraft and helicopters, also the
problem of joining adherends of different materials exists ( e.g. alluminium-fiber reinl'orc<""d composite plates ). It i.s also necessary to being in n1ind certain criticaJ factors in
_ioi1:i!lg_; f"ihC'r reinforced plates or n1etal a.nd co~nposiic <\.dherend:::.. One criticrd factor is the
initizd bond ~lrength: related to the presence or cont.an1inants in the intcrla.yer between
adircrclJ(l allCl adhesive. This can cause fracture in interlayer adhesive-adberends that it
is not possible to prevent with mechanical tc'ts. ln ;be case of joining different materials
it i:-: IH:'CC·'~scl!"_\· <d~o t.o Lake into account thei~· dilTel·erJL Lhcrnv:l c:-.:pa.nsion coefficients to
c<·<~lue~l<' the st.csses distribution along the oYcrhp. The aim of this paper is Lo indicate
"r::,·thod wltich can be used to c<dculate lhc strc.s, distribution in tlre m·erlap of the two
;tdlwr('!Jd.;;. ln ils sirnple.st form .:1-11 adhcsivcl_\· !JC)Jickd st ruct.urc consists in Lhe single-lap
.!""". l11 rlti.s ilrticle a method of analysis is pr''SC\l.cd for the non-linear behaviour of
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two generally ort.hotropic adherends bonded together. General non-linear relations for
the stress couple, transverse shear resultant, and in-plane stress resultant at any location
in the adherends and adhesive are derived. Several theoretical analyses of this difficult
problem have appeared in the literature such as the work by Goland and Reissner (Ref 1).
Tlll'ir study is a.bout two limits cases: where the thicLness and modulus of elasticity ratio
or tire i\.c!Jwsive is lllUCh less than that or the ildlrerCll(lS and its effect Oll the flexibility of
tlw joint lllil}' be neglected, where the joint Rexibiiity is influenced from the presence of
rlw aclhcsi,·e la-'·er. This a.pproach has been usee! by Renton and Vinson (Ref 2) applied
I.e) a contposite materials, or extend to all acllresive layer conditions by Chen and Cheng
(R<ef :3). Other authors have improved the model of joint using a viscoelastic behavior
of the adhesive such as Delale and Erclogan (Ref 4), or non-linear one as Bigwood and
Crocombe (Ref .5). In this paper the case where the two aclherends are cylindrically
bent plates is considered with the adhesive layer behaviour being modeled by an actua.l
non-lineM stress-strain curv·e. Using the experience of these later work, it is possible to
<'ltvelope a mathematical model of a lapped _joint with adherends of composite materials.
Tire model consists in a system of six first order non-linear differential equations which
can be soh·ed using a finite different t.eclrnique to reduce the differential equations to more
oill\pk idgcl)ric ones. Then the non-linear algebric equations are solved using the I\ewton1\.aphson scheme. The program is been implemented using MATHEMATICA software.
The method has been used to study the stress distribution in the overlap and its relations
with the adhesive thickness layer, length of the overlap and different type of composite
adherencls.
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Formulation of the Problem

Two rectangular fibre reinforced plates of equal thickness t and length (1+2c) are considered. Tlw t\\·o sheets are bp-jointed over tlw length 2c ancl the bond bct"·ccn sheets is
t:stab\ished by means of an adhesive layer wi\\1 thick>1ess h. At free edge of the adherencls.
a combination of tensile, trilnsverse shear and bending moment loads is applied. The
problem can be formulated under the follo1ving primary assumptions:
a) the a.dherends are treated as linear f1ber-reinforcecllaminatecl plates using the Classie<<l Lamination Theorv. It is imponant to remember that the most important.
lilllitarion of this theory is that. each p\ is assun1ed to be in a st-Gle or pla.ne .stres:3
<'lJld that interlarnina.r stresses <:He neglected;
I)) the adhe:)i\"t: is a~sun1ed to be non~ linear using a realistic n1aterial 1nodc! for the
a.clhesi\·E' interla.}'er:
c) t.llC' probkn1 i.<:> a. plane strain: i.e. the:- bonded .ioint is very ~:\ride .. and unclcrgoe:;;
c\"lindrical bending:

cl) tile Cld!rcrcncls have the same thicknes> ccncl are macle of the same materials:
Xl-3.2

e) the structure is a single lap joint
Other elements of the theory such as the deformation hypothesis, the equilibrium equation
and strain-displacemant relationships a.re as used in the classical plate theory.

Determination of Laminate Engineering Constants
The l<tJniual.c is tnil.dc up of multiple laminae a.nd ic is <~ssumed that the individual ic.minac
<t.re JH'rfcctlv bouclccl together so as to behave as a unitary, nonhomogeneous, a.nisotropic
plate. ·r-lw la.mina. is assumed to be in " simple two-climcnsiona\ state of stress. ln this
c<1sc l.he ort.hotropic stresses-stra-in relationships can be simplified by putting v 3 = ,-23 =
'"' = 0.
The lamina stresses in terms of tensor strains a.re given by:

Or2
Ozz

(l )

0
\\'l1cn.· Q;, a.rc t-he cornponenL::; of 1Jw Luniua. stiffness 111a.trix.
In the <1ual_vsis or laminates having multiple Ja.mina.e, it is often necessary to kno··.r the
stress-stra.in relationship for the generally orthotropic lamina. in genera.! system of coordinates referred to the entire laminate. As it is possible to see in Gibson (Ref 7) and in
.]ones (Ref 9) the stiffness matrix of laminate ca.n be determined by multipling the stiffness matrix of a. single lamina. for the transformation matrix [T], to give the constitutive
relation for the composite panel.
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Using the compliance matrix of laminare, the inverse of stiffness matrix whictc can
he seen in equation [2], it is possible to derive the material constants of the la.minc,te.
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Figure 1: Geometry of the joint and loading conditions

Formulation of the Static Equations
To obtcin the mathematicc.l equations a single element of length dx at distance x from the
(:dge of 1~1(~ ju;:ction is considered (Fig. 1). Tbe cquilibriUln of n10111ent for the eler!Jent
dx of the sheet gi,·en by:

'~v 1" + h

= 0

(4)

Vi -'- '-· t, + h

= 0

(5)

dJJ, - Vu +
dx
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The conditions of horizontal force equilibrium are:

(I)
and for \·ertical force:

(0)
\·.>I

Fron1 the cqu(:tio:1 of the (:']aqic line it is possible to write. denoting by
t

t·.

and zt the

rctns\·er;-:e def:ect ion of the upper and lower sheets:
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where D are the flexural stiffness respectively:

( 12)

for il1e i1cllwsiv<> a..ncl

JE,E 2 tf
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[or a composite plai.e and i are rderrecl to the lower or upper a.clherend.

In t.hc same way it is possible to cor"icler the displacements along the x asis and obtain
1/i<.l

sequent. rd,.tions:
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The prevrous relation considers the combinations of bending and direct stress.

(H)

( 15)
The

sysleni of equations is completed by the relations between the displacement a.ncl stra;n in
tl!C aclhe;;i vc:
(l (j)
( i I)

The edge conditions for the t"·o adherends are:
ill-
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The equations from [5] to [17] can be used to solve the non-linear problem where the
nonlinea.rty is induced from the non-linear stress-strain relationship of the adhesive.

Non-Linear Analysis of the Adhesive
ln tlw derormalion theory of plasticity, it is possible to relate lhe plastic strain co the
pL,sl ic .stress component, such that:

{

:: } =

~s

1

(1S)
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is the plastic Poisson's ratio:

(19)
which Ya.ries be.\.ween the elastic and its asymptote value for fully plastic case. E, is the
secant modulus, and can be defined such that:

(20)
"·here a 1•1,. are the ultimate stresses and
e~ssutlling

f;""

are ultimate strains from equation [18],

that c:., = 0 its possible to ha,·e the stress-strain cqua;ion for the adhesive:

(1 -

v~)

(21)

(23)

From tltc definition or ;;ccant. modulus it is possible to modelled the adhesive using the

(2~)
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and substituting equation

[21], [22] and [23] into [24] it is possible to express von !vlises

criterion using the strains:
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Lsing equrliions

[J], [1]. i9]. [H). [21] and [2:3] it will be obtained a system of six first

order non-linear dift'crential eqtmt.ions depending from the variables T,x, \.';,,,. J1,.c,;·,y, ·~~;'
a.ud ::. !r
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Numerical Example and Results

lrt order to im·estigate tlw potential or this model a.nd the a.lgorithm. numerical simulations
on a single lap .ioint have been clone (Fig 1). The adherend materials is constructed with
la11Liuae oi· F:300/WH grapititcjqlOX\' <tnd the longitudinal modulus£,, transverse modulus E.,, sheer modulus (;,.2 a.ncl Poisson's ratio ''n of lamina. are respectiYely £ 1 = 131GPa,
E 2 = l0.:3C:Pa, G 12 = Ci.9C:Pa and 1112 = 0.22. The laminate constants ba.ve been calcula.ted with program for different layouts of laminae each one with different fiber orientation. The length of overlap varies from 20mm to 30mm and different thickness of
adhesive and aclherencls have been chosen. The results obtained can be compa.recl to some
derived by a finite element analysis and stress-strain curve of some experimental test can
be approximated very well with an hyperbolic tangent 0' =A tanh(£;'). In (Fig 4) and
(Fig .J) it i,- possible to see the distribution along the overlap of the tensile, shear and
momentloc.d in the adherencl. Using mulliaxial strength criteria (Ref 7) it is possible to
dt<tL'<:l.Cl.eriscd Llte lcuninc\ f<:\durc. For the <:ldhesive~ i:\ hornogeneus i::;ol.ropic n1a.Lerial: the
1·on Mises crit<"rion C<Ln lw used. This permits to the designer rapid estimation of when
the joints failure will occur under complex loading conditions. In (Fig 9) it is possible to
see a. comparison ])etween linear and non-linear case. vVhen the non-linear behaviour of
adhesive is considered, the distribution of stresses and strains along the overlap is better
and the peaks values arc lower than the non-linear case.
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